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Why Headless PWA
is the Future of eCommerce?
Generally, front-end and back-end systems of the eCommerce platform are tied for retrieving 

information to display for the pages like products, blogs, payment gateways, etc. These are the 

most often visited pages, and over time they are bogged down, making the site slow. Slow 

websites affect the site performance and also increases customer dissatisfaction and gives rise to 

other countless issues.

With Headless Commerce, you can do the decoupling of front-end and back-end systems and 

retrieve information faster. PWA and Headless Commerce together is the most efficient way of 

building web applications.

Before moving ahead, let's quickly understand briefly about
Headless Commerce & PWAs.



Headless Commerce
Headless commerce means that the front-end presentation layer 

has been decoupled from the back-end solutions which control 

all the features and functionalities of the eCommerce applica-

tion. Because of decoupling, developers can easily make chang-

es to deliver high-quality content experience.

A lot of companies are switching to Headless Commerce as it 

gives them the freedom to upgrade their eCommerce platform 

without having to rewrite their entire websites. In simple words, 

merchants can adjust their site's presentation without modifying 

the database of the front-end. Headless CMS updates the 

information real quick and delivers it even faster.



After implementing PWA, UK clothing brand George.com has seen nearly
four times faster average page load times & 31% hike in conversions

FACT

PWA
A Progressive Web Application (PWA) is a hybrid between a native app and a mobile-optimized 

web page. It has a feel and looks of a native app giving the user a sense of familiarity. 

Key features of PWA running in a browser are:

PWA uses web technologies like HTML, CSS, JavaScript, which allow retailers to optimize sites to 

create a seamless mobile shopping experience that eliminates slow-loading pages and gives 

them considerably more conversions.
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How PWA works?
It provides an Add to home screen app icon using which a user 

can install the PWA on their Smartphone's home screen. The tool 

helps to generate icons for multiple formats, and it is beneficial. 

When the user visits the site, they are asked if they want to install 

the app on their Smartphone. 

Progressive Web Apps deliver app-like experience without the 

need to have Apple's or Google's approval in the user's device. 

Whenever you want, you can release the updates without going 

through the standard approval processes.



Engagement of users has grown by 150%. Currently, only 3% of users are having offline access. 
Trivago + PWA

Benefits of PWA

1. Improved Page Speed
Your website gets a complete overhaul when it's upgraded 

to PWA. The main purpose is to be interactive within 3 

seconds on every device and network type, and by upgrad-

ing to best practices, you can eliminate the issue of slow 

page speed. This makes you one step ahead of your 

competitors.

 

Also, when a visitor returns your cached assets to avoid 

network latencies, that enhances your overall time to the 

first byte and makes your pages load faster.



500% increase in room nights and a 300% boost in revenue.
Best Western River North + PWA

Benefits of PWA

2. Mobile First
Today, most online interactions are on mobile devices, and 

mobile-first responsive design has been a common approach 

for years. But, even after following this approach, websites still 

face problems in providing an excellent mobile-first experience.

 

It is one thing to throw a few CSS media queries in your 

stylesheets and render your content on a small screen; it is 

another to create an app-like experience. Having a PWA means 

having a better class website, not just a website, but real tools 

to improve your business and make visitors want to return.



Riviera MayaResort + PWA

Benefits of PWA

3. Behave Like
    Native Apps

One of the essential features of PWA's is 

that they behave like a native app. The 

web has added many platform features 

such as push notifications that allow the 

web to compete for a feature for features 

with native counterparts. 

53% conversion rate because of faster speed and notification benefits of a PWA



20% hike in website conversion
Raphael Hotel + PWA

Benefits of PWA

4. Works Offline too
A well designed PWA can work offline, too, just like a Native App. The developer 

cannot cache the entire website like Amazon, but of course, certain pages can be 

cached. When the internet is slow or down, and a user opens your application,

it won't give them the 404-page error.

Service workers are the web platform technology

that gives them the edge to compete with

native apps. They run as a background

process and include URL caching

capabilities.



PWA loading time is less than 2.94 seconds and checkout time under 30 seconds
lead to an  80%+ increase in conversion rates. 

BookMyShow + PWA

Benefits of PWA

5. Increase
    conversion

Because of the above-stated 

benefits, PWAs give a better user 

experience and help in increasing 

conversion rates. For instance, 

Alibaba saw a 76% increase in 

conversions across different 

browsers after introducing PWAs.



Benefits of PWA

6. Reduce Server Load &
    Data Requirements

Those cached assets on the visitor's device mean 

those requests do not hit your server. This means you 

can reduce your need for server capacity, reduce your 

bandwidth costs, and reduce your visitor's need to 

consume their data plan.

5% bounce rate vs. 51% on previous mobile website, 
230% longer sessions  3X more page views per session  

Infobae + PWA



Benefits of PWA

7. Require Less Disk Space
    than Native Apps

Native apps are heavy. They need 100s MB of 

valuable space on Smartphones. No one would 

want their hard drives to be consumed by apps 

that they hardly use. Because of this reason 

consumers uninstall apps as they want their disk 

space to be free for photos, videos, podcasts, 

and other fun stuff.

80% decrease in page load time77% increase in conversion from
visitor to video viewer39% increase in session time per user19% decrease
in bounce rate15% increase in average daily video views per user

Voot + PWA



3x more deep scroll, 100% more engagement Up to 20% ad viewability
43% increase of sessions per user

Forbes + PWA

Why should you invest in PWA?
Research shows that PWAs provide numerous advantages to companies, like

Increase in
mobile traffic

68% 15 25
Fold improvement of load

and installation speed
Times reduced use of

device storage

Average
conversion increase

52% 78% 137%
Average

session increase
Engagement

increase

lower bounce rate when compared
to that of mobile websites

42.86% 133.67%
Increase in page views



43% longer average time on site34% more pageviews per session 25% higher revenue
per article pageview24% lower bounce rates 4X faster average page-load speed.

Mynet + PWA

Conclusion
According to the above discussion, it is wise to say that headless PWA is the future of eCom-

merce. Online retailers need a headless commerce structure to keep up in today's competitive 

digital world, and a PWA is surely the first step in that direction. Headless PWA will provide 

merchants with enhanced user experience and increased revenues.


